
Status of the articles submitted of IJCC as on 28/08/14 

S No Name of the Article Name of Author Present Status 

1.  Uniqueness concept of scene of crime  Dr. Mukesh Sharma Sent for checking to vetters. 

2.  Law & Order maintenance in developing 

towns: An administrative perspective police 

efficiency in maintaining law and order in 

developing towns  

Dr. Anupma Sharma  One vetter has approved. Second vetters comments is awaited 

3.  The draconian Armed forces (special powers) 

Act, 1958 Urgency of review 

Sh. Caesar Roy One vetter has approved, second vetter is rejected. Sent third 

vetter for final comments.  

4.  Bodily injury likely to cause death versus 

knowledge that the act is likely to cause death 

in content: Section 299, IPC 

Sh. Vishrut Kansal  One vetter has approved. Second vetters comments is awaited. 

5.  Investigation and inquiry of crime by media 

personnel: Legal relevance in Criminal justice 

system 

Sh. Pragya Mishra  Sent for checking to vetters. 

6.  Police women in Punjab: a study of role strain 

of role conflict  
Sh.  Birinder Pal Singh  
Ms. Pooja  
 

One vetter has approved. Second vetter send some comments 

which is sent to author for modification. 

7.  The deviant police officer examing the 

potential influence of relationship quotient 

and quality of work life on counterproductive 

behavior  

Sh. P C Fridousiya  One vetter send some comments and second vetters comments 

is awaited.  

8.  Cyber forensic in the administration of justice 

: national and international perspective 

Dr. Nirmal Kanti Chakrabarti  One vetter approved and second vetters final comments is 

awaited.   

9.  Proliferation of economic crimes : their effect 

on social life 

Shri Debasis  bagchi The first vetter rejected.  the second vetter’s comments is 

awaited . In case he approves, then the article will  be sent to 

the third vetter  

10.  Drug Abuse & Alcholism: A study among 

long distance trauck drivers and helpers in 

tamil nadu 

Dr.  M.Srinivasan Modified copy received from authors. vetters final comments 

is awaited.  

11.  Detection of lohexol by high performance 

thin layer chromatography : a case study 

 Sh. D S Deshpande, Dr. N L 

Chutke, Dr. M V Garad 

First vetter rejected.  Second vetter approved. the article was 

sent to the third vetter for final decision which is awaited.  

12.  Challenges faced by the families of life 
convicts in Tamil Nadu (India) 

Ms. Nancy Angeline Rani, 

Sh. Murugesan Srinivasan, 

Sh. Solomon   R. Maden& 

Sh. Arokiasamy Enoch 

Approved by both vetters. 

The article will be published in forth coming issue. 

13.  The rape law in India : need to change Mrs. Alok Sharma Approved by both vetters. 

The article will be published in forth coming issue. 

14.  Differential  pulse anodic stripping Dr. A.K. Jaiswal The first vetter approves. The second response vetter did  not 



voltammetry (DPASU) determination of 

heavy metal zinc in blood 

respond. Article was sent to third vetter. 

15.  Domestic Violence Act 2005. A boon for 

Indian women 

Dr . shivani goswami Approved by both vetters. 

The article will be published in forth coming issue. 

16.  Restorative justice- needs more recognition Shri Indradev Shukla Received comments from first vetter.  Rejected by second 

vetter, the article has been sent to third vetter. 

17.  Fear of crime among the women in India: a 

contemporary social problem  

Shri Avinash Bhai Patel  First vetter approved.  Second vetter is rejected. Sent to third 

vetter for comments. 

18.  Examination of brown shoe polish stains on 

white cotton fabric using thin layer 

chromatography 

Dr. Rajinder Singh Approved by both vetters.  The article will be published in 

forth coming issue.  

19.  Matrimonial cruelty in criminal law: a new 

view  

Dr. Partha Pratim Mitra Approved by both vetters.  The article will be published in 

forth coming issue. 

20.  Police Autonomy vis-à-vis Monitoring of 

Investigating ; A Critical Analysis of Judicial 

Activism (an Indian Perspective 

Ms. Minakshi Sinha Approved by both vetters.  The article will be published in 

forth coming issue.  

21.  Deciphering of postal seals and obliterations 

using digital filters 

Shri Abhay Kr. Srivastava Approved by both vetters.  The article will be published in 

forth coming issue.  

22.  Examination of handwritten documents of 

infamiliar scripts: a forensic viewpoint on 

various Indian languages 

Ms. Surbhi Mathur Modifications sent to author. Author’s response is awaited.  

23.  Community service: an alternative form of 

punishment 

Shri Akaant Mittal Approved by both vetters.  The article will be published in 

forth coming issue.  

24.  Social legislations of interpreted by Courts of 

Laws in India 

Sh. Anup Kr. Varshney Approved by both vetters.  The article will be published in 

forth coming issue. 

25.  A strategic road map for prevention of drug 

trafficking through internet 

Sh. Sandeep Mittal Approved by both vetters.  The article will be published in 

forth coming issue. 

26.  A case of hired guns questions of innocent 

terrorism and reactions of the inserted 

criminal justice  

Ms. Nidhu Srivastava Sent for checking to vetters. Responses awaited 

27.  Unusual finding of Light Paraffin Oil in 

duplicate Parachute Coconut Oil samples 

Sh. S.M. Bakre, B.P. More 

and M.V. Garad 
Approved by both vetters.  the article will be published in 

forth coming issue.  

28.  Evaluating Applicability of special laws asnd 

procedure with reference to terrorism and 

corruption offences 

Sh. J.P.S. Sirohi First vetter is approved. Second vetters comments is awaited.   

29.  Corporate Crime and Sentencing in India: 

required Amendments in law 

Ms. Angira Singhvi and 

Abhishek Anand 

First vetter rejected. Second vetter give some comments. Sent 

to third vetter.  

30.  Studying interaction of DDT with variety of 

organic  solvents and developing some new 

solvent systems for separation of standard 

DDT by Thin Layer Chromatography   

Sh. A.K. Jaiswal, S. Nagpal, 

N.G. Giri and  M. Gupta 

First vetter has rejected.  The second vetter’s comments are 

awaited in care he approves.  The article will be sent to the 

third vetter.  



31.  Personality Differences Between Criminals 

and Non-criminals 

Sh. Niranjan Prasad Yadav 

and Kumar Prurshottam 
Approved by both vetters.  the article will be published in 

forth coming issue.  

32.  Thin layer Chromatographic Detection of 

Nitrobenzene in Biological Materials 

Sh. S.D. Kankute and V.M. 

Tangadpalliwar 

Modifications were suggested by, vetters, which were 

communicated to the author.  Author’s response is awaited.  

33.  Children in the correctional institutional a 

profile of their medical and mental health care 

status. 

Dr. Ashoka The first vetter has suggested modifications which were sent 

to the author for compliance.  The second vetter has rejected.  

The article will be sent to the third vetter for final decision.  

34.  Study on the determination of Zygosity status 

– A forensic perception 

Ms. L. Babyto Devi The first vetter has suggested some modifications.  Second 

vetter’s response is awaited. 

35.  Detection of ABO Blood Stains exposed to 

different  adverse environmental  conditions 

Ms. L. Babyto Devi Rejected by first vetters. Second vetter response is awaited. In 

case he approves, the article will be sent to third vetter.  

36.  Stereo Lithography and its application – an 

introduction 

Mr. Gagan Deep Singh and 

Pooja Malik 

The first vetter has suggested for modifications.  The second 

has rejected.  Third vetter response is awaited. 

37.  Advantages of mitochondrial DNA typing in 

forensic case works 

Sh. B.K. Mohapatra, U.S. 

Thakur and Kamal Chauhan 

The first vetter has suggested for modifications.  The second 

has rejected. The article will be sent to the third vetter for 

final decision. 

38.  Juvenile in conflict with law and demanding 

care and protection: Some reflections 

Ms. Jasdeep Kaur The first vetter approved.  The second vetter’s final comments 

is awaited. 

39.  Victims of Terrorism: Contesting 

Connotations and emerging Paradigms 

Sh. Satyajit Mohanty The first vetter approved.  No response from author regarding 

complying suggestions by second  vetter. 

40.  Investigating reasons of Cyber Crimes Dr. Tej Singh Keshwal and 

Dr. Preetibala Mishra 

One vetter approved another vetter’s report is awaited. 

41.  Corporal Punishment: An Empirical approach 

to recognize the Reciprocal Influence of 

Punishment on Children 

Dr. P. Madhava Soma 

Sundaram and M.D. 

Utthiranyagam 

One vetter has approved.  Comments sent to author 

complying by second vetter for modifications. 

42.  Victims of Human Trafficking with special 

reference to Chilldren 

Sh. Abhishek Awadh and Dr. 

S. Ramdoss 

One vetter has rejected, other’s reports is awaited. 

43.  Victimization among University Students in 

India & fear of crime 

Dr. Tapan Chakraborty One vetter suggest some comments. Second vetter comments 

is awaited.  

44.  Problems faced during trial of organized 

crime cases books under MCOCA: A study in 

the Metropolis of Delhi 

Ms. Harshita Harshu Both vetters comments sent to author for modification.  

45.  Prison and the State of Human Rights Ms. Alok Kumar Meena One vetter has rejected. Second vetter has suggested 

modifications.  Sent to third vetter for comments  

46.  Differentiating the role of perpetrators and 

inflictors of terror: issues of sentencing of 

motorized application of laws  in a terrorism 

Ms. Nidhu Srivastava Sent for checking to vetters. 

 


